WORKSHOP PREVIEW FOR THE APPA 2019 WINTER TRAINING INSTITUTE
MIAMI, FLORIDA | MARCH 7-8, 2019

*Workshop titles subject to change | Dates and times to be determined*

- A systematic review of sex offender management, policy and registration in community supervision departments
- A Treasure Chest of Tools for Successful Reentry
- A Warm Handoff: Alameda County Probation Department's Transition Center
- Addiction Culture: Why Changing People, Places, and Things Might Be Harder Than We Think
- Advancing Community Supervision Strategies – It’s about technology and so much more!
- An End to 9-5 Supervision: The Rapid Engagement Team
- Ask the Judge: Everything You Ever Wanted to Ask a Judge but Were Afraid to Ask
- Avoiding the Pitfalls between Counselors and Probation Officer Relationships
- Breaking the Stigma: Understanding Compassion Fatigue and Vicarious Trauma
- Building Your Agency’s Capacity for Providing Behavioral Health Services in the Community
- Call on Captain Resiliency: How Peer Support Can Help your Agency Triumph and Transform Stress!
- Challenging Standards and Special Populations (LGBTQI)
- Community Corrections Strategies for Supervising those Victimized by Domestic Violence
- Creating a Drug Impact Panel and Community Drug Court Graduations
- Creative.Brief.Informative: DYK - Did You Know?
- Dealing with the Opioid Crisis within the Community Supervision Field
- Defensive Tactics for Non-Badged Staff
- Detox Your Work Environment
- Drive Predictable Outcomes -- No Compass Needed. Incentives and Sanctions for the 21st Century
- DV in the DC: An Integrated Approach to Supervising Offenders with Domestic Violence Offenses
- Eliminate Staff Participation in Drug Testing & Increase Treatment for Clients
- Emotional Intelligence 101
- Engaging Young Black Males: H.E.A.T (Habilitation Empowerment Accountability Therapy)
- From Diversion to Post-Disposition: Building Transformative Relationships—with Clients and their Families—at Every System Point
- From Theory to Practice; Essential Elements of a High Functioning Pretrial Agency in Allegheny County Pennsylvania
- High on our Highways - The Challenge of Drug Impaired Driving and Community Supervision
- Ignition Interlock Devices: Beyond Behavior Modification
- Implementation, Collaboration, and CQI...Oh My
- Implementing Behavioral Health Assessments During the Booking in Cook County, Illinois
- Interstate Compact & Substance Abuse
- It’s More than just a Job! Helping Citizens Successfully Return Home
- Job Club: Identifying and Creating Career Paths for Probationers
- Learning How to Facilitate Reflective Dialogue in Successful Offender Supervision Groups, Staff Meetings and with Community Stakeholders
- Learning Teams: A Supportive Approach to Reinforcing What Staff Learn
• Making a Way out of No Way! Navigating, Motivating and Enhancing Leadership through Challenging Times
• Multi County Rural Treatment Court, A 10 Years Review
• Navigating the Noise: Discussing the FBI’s National Information Sharing Resources for Community Supervision Professionals
• Overview of Domestic Terrorism
• Peek-a-boo I See You ... The Use of Social Media in Community Corrections
• Probation Problem Solving: Reflecting on Strategies Improving Risk Communication and Case Planning
• Remembering the Fallen: A Profile of Probation and Parole Officer Deaths Since 1923
• Results from a Mixed Methods Evaluation of Home and Field Contacts in Probation/Parole
• Rethinking Community Supervision--How Do We Change Behavior?
• Strategic Management: A step by step implementation strategy
• The Black Hole: The Effects of Trauma & Substance Abuse on Adolescent Development
• The Development of a Five-Level Model Risk Assessment Communication System to Limit Bias and Guide Management and Intervention Decisions
• The Good, The Bad and The Ugly: Stories of Trailblazers in Women's Leadership
• The Graduated Reintegration Initiative: A Safe and Structured Pathway to Reintegration into the Community after Prison and Jail
• The Probation Poster Child
• The ROC Program-Recognizing Opportunities for Change: A Detention Prevention Program
• The Use of Emergency Response Teams in Community Corrections
• Thinking Outside of the Box: Developing and Accessing Tribal Programs and Resources to Support Reentry
• Toolkit for Developing a Medication Assisted Treatment Program for Opiate Abuse
• Tour APPA’s New Websites!
• Treatment is Crime Control: Nebraska’s Probation Approach to Behavioral Health
• Tribal Justice Probation System Reform: Experiences in Tribal Justice Communities that Improve Youth Outcomes
• Understanding Comorbidity of Trauma and Criminal Thinking:
• Using Analytics for Probation, Caseload and Recidivism management at the State of Nebraska
• Wait! Hold on to that great idea! If you want proper implementation of evidence informed initiatives in your agency, let’s make sure they stick!
• What the heck do you do with Justice Involved Women? A Community Approach to Working with Justice Involved Women
• Where Has the Time Gone? Oregon’s Statewide Community Corrections Time Study
• Women Leaders in Management: Finding Motivation in Challenging and Changing Times
• Wraparound, an Integrated Approach to Working with Youth on Probation and their Families